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Our Mission
To provide value to our clients by offering cost effective service
solutions to the resources and related sectors. Our service
foundation will consist of safety above all else, customer
satisfaction and commercial success.

Our Vision
Our vision is to be the premier solutions provider for crushing,
screening and ore sorting within the resources sector.

Our Values
The values are built around:
1. Health and Safety is our first priority
2. Our People are the foundation of our success
3. Enduring Business relationships
4. Deliver on what we say we will
5. Courage to lead by example
6. Value the environment and foster strong community relations
7. Integrity and respect
8. Celebrate our success
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Pictured: Crushing and Screening at Western Areas
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About Us
Crushing Services Australia
Pty Ltd (CSS)
CSS Pty Ltd commenced operations in Western
Australia in 2010 initially to target maintenance
and equipment rentals within the Mobile Crushing
Industry in Western Australia with a highly dedicated
team of industry Professionals. Over the last few
years CSS has evolved into a complete materials
handling contractor offering:
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww

Mobile Crushing and Screening
Modular Crushing and Screening
Project Management
Maintenance and Field Service
Haulage

CSS have a great team of industry professionals
to support our projects throughout Australia. We
have the experience and expertise in mining and
quarrying to ensure our client’s needs are always
met. We have extensive experience in sensor-based
ore sorting, mobile and modular crushing, screening
and conveying contracting, mineral haulage, material
processing, recycling solutions, project management
and more.

Ore Sorting Australia Pty Ltd (OSA)
CSS in 2015 recognised an opportunity to utilise
sensor sorting technology in a mobile platform that
could be moved from site to site allowing clients to
make final product from stockpiles that may have
once been deemed too lower grade for treatment. CSS
purchased a Mobile X Ray Ore Sorting Machine and
formed Ore Sorting Australia (OSA) as a subsidiary to
CSS.
Ore Sorting Australia took on a large-scale test
project for Central Norsemen Gold Mine GNGC. This
involved CSS undertaking test work with both TOMRA
and Steinert in relation to testing the various lowgrade stockpiles at the mine, processing upwards of
500,000 tonnes of low-grade ore to get significant
upgrades screening out the oversized ore fractions.
During this time both optical and x-ray transmission
test work was carried out with both proving very
effective at upgrading the low-grade ore-bodies.
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Pictured: Modular Plant Options

Ore Sorting Australia then commenced its first large
scale ore sorter project with Western Areas Ltd in
December 2016 to ore sorting a low-grade stockpile
of nickel ore that was deemed uneconomic to process
through their plant due to the grade and distance
involved. The stockpile was crushed and screened to
provide lump feed for the ore sorter. Initial trials were
successful, and the client elected to proceed with
treatment of the whole stockpile to recover highgrade nickel.
Benefits of Ore Sorting
High-grade ore deposits have depleted over the last
decades in Australia and the mining and quarrying
industries have consequently had to deal with
lower-grade deposits. Low-grade ore bodies prove
more challenging to extract and typically have large
portions of materials with no value. On top of this,
the haulage and processing costs of these massive
volumes are extremely expensive.
That’s why Ore Sorting Australia is providing the
Australian mining and quarrying industries with an
innovative solution.
ww Reduce Costs
Sensor Based Ore Sorting systems can reduce
your Capital and Operational expenses.
ww Pre – Concentration
By Upgrading the mill feed into high grade ore by
removing the waste fraction through separation
will contribute to the Mine becoming more
economical and create opportunity to manage
any low-grade stockpiles.
ww Lower Haulage Costs
Sensor based Ore sorting can reduce haulage
costs by way of only hauling ore material for
Processing, leaving the waste behind.
ww Process Plant Improvements
Only Process Ore material, reduced reagent costs,
increase grade and processing less tonnes to
achieve a higher profitability.
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Key People
Michael Harrington
Director

Michael comes with many years in the crushing
and screening industry and has managed
numerous projects prior to starting CSS in 2010,
where he has had the opportunity to showcase his
extensive knowledge through his own company.

Leading by example demonstrates
the right culture to be driven
through the entire business.

Blake Stanley
Director

Blake comes with extensive knowledge of the
crushing and screening industry where he has
done everything from crushing and screening to
quarry management. As GM and Ops Manager he
has worked at many sites across Australia and is highly regarded
in his field prior to becoming a partner in CSS and Managing
Director of Ore Sorting Australia.

Richard Darcey

Northwest Manager
Richard comes with over 25 years’ experience
within the mining sector. He has managed several
projects for a ASX 200 listed company. He has
extensive knowledge within Mining, Fixed and
Mobile Crushing and Screening, Road Haulage and Shipping.
Prior to joining CSS and OSA he spent time managing a Drilling
and Blasting company and before that 4 years at Mineral
Resources as General Manager of Operations.

Darren Tarrant
Project Manager

Darren has worked for Ore Sorting Australia for
over 2 years. Darren has over 30 years’ experience
in mineral processing operations over many
commodities within Australia and Internationally
with a Degree in Metallurgy.
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Pictured: Basecourse Material for Saracen Minerals
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Management Systems
Health & Safety

Quality

Crushing Service Solutions policies, management
team, and workplace culture, inclusive of our
operational procedures and safety tools assist to
develop and maintain best practice and continuous
improvement.

Our quality system comprises of a Quality Policy,
Corporate Procedures as well as a comprehensive
suite of template forms, checklists and other
documents.

Our commitment to the health and safety of all our
employees and sub-contractor’s is paramount and
represents the foundation of our business and vision
to achieve an incident-free work place.

Preventing dust contaminant through the
use of dust suppression systems, is one of our
contributions to the reducing the impact on the
environment.

Recognising the unique aspects of every project, a
project specific quality management plan is developed
to clearly document the quality requirements in
accordance with the specifications and standards
provided.

CSS in accordance with our Management Systems
are proud of our track record in relation to Health
Safety and the environment and we will make every
effort to be an industry leader.

Environment
CSS know that we can minimize any adverse effects
on the environment. Our goal is to undertake work in
an environmentally responsible way by integrating,
the safety and protection on the environment into our
cultural thinking and operations.
We have incorporated several key environmental
elements into our project delivery strategy:
ww Make environmental protection an integral part of
our operational strategy and business objectives.
ww Understanding the environmental aspects and
manage our work practices don’t impact the
environment.
ww Waste Management through adopting the
following three processes: Reduce, Recycle and
Re-Use.
ww Continually educate and train our staff on the
environmental issues, rules and practices and
foster a culture of engagement by our employees
is welcomed to improve business performance.
CSS ensures that the effective environmental
management system is implemented on each project
and in accordance with environmental management
policy and legislative requirements.
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Pictured: Fixed Dust Suppression – Crushing Plant
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Plant, Equipment
and Facilities
Crushing Service Solutions owns and operates an extensive plant fleet
which operates both out of our Kalgoorlie and Newman branches in WA
which forms an important part of our tailored services to clients.
The fleet includes:
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww

Pegson Jaw XA400s
Premier Track Jaw
Premiertrak 1180
1480 Terex Finlay Jaw Crushers
1 – 140 Impact Crusher
Striker CM400 Cone Crushers
C1550 Cone Crusher
LT220D Metso Locotrack
Cone Crusher
984 Screens
683 Screen
683 Supertrak Screen
693 Supertrak Screen
893 Reclaimers
Anaconda FTR150 Feeder
Anaconda DF512 Reclaimer
Anaconda Track Stacker

ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww

Anaconda Wheel Stacker
Anaconda Wheel Stacker 15m
Telestack - Track Stackers
Wheel Stackers
Mobile X-Ray Ore Sorter
Mobile Crushing and
Screening Circuits
Modular Crushing and
Screening Circuits
45t CAT Excavators
CAT 980 Loaders
CAT 972 K Loader
Kawasaki 92Z7 Loader
Service trucks
Trailers
Forklifts and Bobcats
Generators and Lighting
Towers

Our team configures different parts of the fleet to provide a varied
number of services to our clients’ needs within different commodities
from:
ww
ww
ww
ww
ww

Mill feed (Gold, Iron Ore and Nickel)
Ore Upgrade (Gold, Nickel, Lithium, Copper)
Stemming for Drill and Blast requirements.
Road Aggregates for all civil and road construction.
Rail Ballast

As part of our quality assurance the fleet undergoes regular
maintenance and is operated by fully qualified and highly trained
personnel. With the strength of the CSS business we have the ability
to acquire new equipment and update our fleet when required, to
ensure clients receive, serviced equipped with the latest technology.
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Pictured: Ore sorting, Flying Fox Project, Western Areas Ltd
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Our People

Our people are the foundation of our success.

The management team and senior executives lead from the front
to ensure our values are met every time. The most important
connections are ones that occur on site between our clients and
ourselves to encourage a one team approach and ensure the
project’s completion is achieved.

Employees
Crushing Service Solutions has a growing workforce who
represent a large cross section of multi-disciplined operational
and trade skills needed across our business. Through extensive
training, personal development and engagement with our
employment model, our workforce can efficiently and effectively
deliver quality services to our clients.

Indigenous Engagement
Crushing Service Solutions are committed to developing
sustainable Indigenous workforce throughout all our operations.
We do this by establishing strong working relationships and
developing the core skills within our Indigenous employees to
identify commitment and promote within allowing the business
to sustain a workforce that is aligned to our vision and values.
This in turn enables our clients to support their own Indigenous
engagement objectives and truly contribute to developing
local communities We are constantly looking to improve and by
engagement we achieve the best results.

Training
Our ‘’Think Safety Work Safely” theme prompts every employee
to be focused at the job at hand. To achieve this each employee
undergoes a training program to ensure they have the knowledge
and tools to work safely and productively.
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Pictured: Various CSS Personnel
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Projects
Crushing Service Solutions has undertaken a number of
materials handling projects for various clients throughout
the Goldfields and Pilbara regions.
In conjunction with Ore Sorting Australia, we commenced
the first large scale crush, screen and ore sorting project
with Western Areas Ltd in December 2016. We were engaged
to ore sort a low-grade Nickel stockpile that was deemed
uneconomic to process through their plant due to the
grade and distance involved. The stockpile was crushed
and screened to provide lump feed for the ore sorter. Initial
trials were successful, and the client elected to proceed
with treatment of the whole stockpile to recover high grade
nickel.

Flying Fox Project
Client Western Areas Ltd
Commodity Nickel Ore

WA

Crush, screen and ore sorting of a 170,000 tonne low-grade
Nickel Stockpile. During the project time-line of 6 months, onsite personnel worked a total of 10,548 hours.
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Pictured: Metso Crushing Circuit, Carosue Dam
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Project Case Studies
Limestone Crushing Project
Client Esperance Shire
Commodity Limestone

WA

Client AngloGold Ashanti Limited
Commodity Gold

WA

Ongoing contract for crushing and screening of limestone
road base. In the first year of the contract we processed
300,000 tonnes.

Screen primary material to -8mm final product due to front
end of milling circuit undergoing unplanned maintenance.
This project showcased the ability of CSS to be able to deliver
a safe and professional turnkey project in record time. This
project was completed without any safety concerns and to
the highest standard.

Thunderbox Project

Omya Calcite Project

Client Saracen
Commodity Gold

WA

Client Omya
Commodity Calcite

NSW

Hard Rock crushing contract using 3 stage crushing plant to
supply supplementary mill feed to increase project tonnages.

Calcite separation from waste in OMYA Bathurst Quarry to
upgrade quality of product delivered to the mill by using a
mobile trommel. This needed to be done due to the amount
of fresh clay (Waste) in mined product.

Blue Bird Project

Central Norseman Gold Project

Client Metals X
Commodity Gold

WA

Client Norseman Gold
Commodity Gold

WA

Ongoing 14 month contract using CSS three stage crushing
plant.

Crushing and Screening low grade ore at various locations
for CNGC Mill Operations at 100,000t per month run rate.
Various size fractions and various ore types are treated on
site.

Higginsville Emergency Mill Feed Project

Mt Henry Project

Client West Gold
Commodity Gold

WA

Client Westgold
Commodity Gold

WA

Two month project using our mobile crushing machine
to screen 50,000 tonnes of extremely hard ore. We were
operating on-site in less than two weeks from the client first
contacting us.

A two month contract completed in April 2018, It involved
using the four stage crushing plant to crush 50,000 tonne
mill feed.

Mt Morgans Gold Project

Black Swan Sampling Trial

Client Dacian Gold Limited
Commodity Stemming

Produce 14mm stemming for blast holes.
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Tropicana Gold Emergency Mill Feed

Project Case Studies

WA

Client Poseidon Nickel Limited
Commodity Nickel

WA

We were selected to carry out bulk sampling collection from
a low grade stockpile for further testing, possibly leading into
a large scale ore sorting project. Discussions are currently
on-going with the client.
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We have experienced personnel
and equipment state-wide ready
for your next project.

Our Locations

NEWMAN

KALGOORLIE
PERTH
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Pictured: Crushing Mill Feed – West Gold Resources
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www.crushingservices.com.au
Tel: 08 9093 3304
Email: admin@crushingservices.com.au
ABN: 53 147 325 228 / 40 608 847 445

KALGOORLIE

HEAD OFFICE

90 Leviathan Street
South Boulder WA 6432

Level 1, 46 Edward Street
Osborne Park WA 6017

NEWMAN
40 Woodstock Street
Newman WA 6721

Majority owned Subsidiary of Resource Development Group, an ASX Listed Company

www.resdevgroup.com.au

